
A Forgotten Fourth Room: 
By Brandon Elsasser 
 
I'm divorced with two daughters, Adeline (6) and Amelia (5), but I am far from a single dad, 
usually! 
 
My ex wife, Sara, and I raise our girls collaboratively and unconventionally. The four of us 
frequently have family meals and outings together and Sara and I juggle the logistics of day to 
day parenting regardless of whose day it says it is on our calendar. There have been ups and 
downs, but it works for us! 
 
Additionally, both of our parents live close, plenty of help with the girls when needed, usually! 
 
Usual has quickly become an antiquated concept.  
 
Sara and I had decided to be proactive, to not see either of our parents with the girls. An 
unpopular decision, but the right one we felt. Facetime, lots of facetime for now. 
 
We started off the Stay at Home days juggling the girls as usual. I cooked family dinner each 
night, and we shared overnight duties. Until one evening, Sara informed me her boyfriend was 
sick. The Dr. had suggested they self-quarantine despite a negative corona test for a week. 
 
Just like that I was a single dad, confined to the house. A challenge which provided me purpose, 
not stress. I had no time to sit around and worry, I had to plan how we would get by while I still 
worked. 
 
I spent the rest of the evening turning my forgotten fourth bedroom, into a home office, gym and 
classroom all in one. I poured my energy into creating an environment we could thrive in, for the 
coming weeks, together. 
 
The next morning and for the week to come my energy was returned ten told by my daughters. 
Eager to learn, loving being so close to me, they embraced the challenge of being confined. 
Reminding me, every challenge is an opportunity. A chance to improve and a moment to excel. 
 
They provided me a purpose, showed me a strength and reminded me to make the most of the 
opportunity. 
 
Every generation has the first moments where people never forget where they were. JFK’s 
assaniation, 9/11. Memories frozen in time. In the first frozen moments of my girls life, I am 
proud to say they were by my side. 


